The HLA system and the analysis of multifactorial genetic disease.
The human leukocyte antigen (HLA) system comprises closely linked genes controlling highly polymorphic proteins involved in the presentation of peptides to the T-cell receptor. Specific alleles at HLA loci are associated with diseases, often those suspected to be of autoimmune aetiology. Many of these associations result from linkage disequilibrium between the HLA gene studied and other HLA genes or non-HLA genes close by. Owing to its high level of polymorphism and its candidate role in many diseases, HLA was the first system used in many techniques of genetic mapping, such as affected-sib-pair analysis and association (linkage disequilibrium) studies. Much remains unknown about the reasons why diseases are associated with HLA. Experience gained from HLA has, however, shown how other loci involved in complex traits can be identified by studying families with multiple affected cases or sib pairs, followed by linkage-disequilibrium mapping and then analysis of candidate genes.